WHO AM I?

1. I’m a bird with a mouth shaped like an eating utensil. ___________________
2. I’m a water creature with whiskers, but no hair. ________________________
3. I am a mammal with a very long nose and two very long teeth. ___________
4. I am pink and rest on one foot. ____________________________________
5. I have feathers on my head that look like a wild, punk hairdo. ____________
_____________________________________________________________
7. I have noisy scales on the end of my body. ___________________________
6. I am not really bald. _____________________________________________
8. Zoo visitors have nicknamed me “skunk monkey”. _____________________
9. When I was a new baby I was almost six feet tall._______________________
10. I have a baggy beak to hold my groceries. ___________________________
11. I am an “armed forces” bird. ______________________________________
12. I am a large mammal who is called “black” but I’m really gray. ____________
13. I am a type of cat whose males are hairier than the females. _____________
14. Zoo visitors sometimes think I am a seal. ____________________________
15. I am zebra-sized and I have stripes, but they are brown and white, not black
and white. I share an exhibit with the Colobus monkeys. _______________
(Science TEKS: Kdg. 10A, First 10A, Second 10A)

WHO AM I?
(ANSWERS)

1. I’m a bird with a mouth shaped like an eating utensil. SPOONBILL
2. I’m a water creature with whiskers, but no hair. CATFISH
3. I am a mammal with a very long nose and two very long teeth. ELEPHANT
4. I am pink and rest on one foot. FLAMINGO
5. I have feathers on my head that look like a wild, punk hairdo. CROWNED
CRANE
6. I am not really bald. BALD EAGLE
7. I have noisy scales on the end of my body. RATTLESNAKE
8. Zoo visitors have nicknamed me “skunk monkey”. COLOBUS MONKEY
9. When I was a new baby I was almost six feet tall. GIRAFFE
10. I have a baggy beak to hold my groceries. PELICAN
11. I am an “armed forces” bird.

MILITARY MACAW

12. I am a large mammal who is called “black” but I’m really gray. BLACK RHINO
13. I am a type of cat whose males are hairier than the females. LION
14. Zoo visitors sometimes think I am a seal. OTTER
15. I am zebra-sized and I have stripes, but they are brown and white, not black
and white. I share an exhibit with the colobus monkeys. BONGO

